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Abstract. Tongue diagnosis, as a unique method of traditional
Chinese medicine (TCM), was used to discriminate physiological functions and pathological conditions by observing
the changes of the tongue and tongue coating. The aims of the
present study were to explore a potential screening and early
diagnosis method of cancer through evaluating the differences
of the images of tongue and tongue coating and the microbiome on the tongue coating. The DS01-B tongue diagnostic
information acquisition system was used to photograph and
analyze the tongue and tongue coating. The next-generation
sequencing technology was used to determine the V2-V4
hypervariable regions of 16S rDNA to investigate the microbiome on the tongue coating. Bioinformatics and statistical
methods were used to analyze the microbial community
structure and diversity. Comparing with the healthy people,
the number of mirror-like tongue, thick tongue coating and
the moisture of tongue were increased in cancers. The dominant color of the tongue in the healthy people was reddish
while it was purple in the cancers. The relative abundance of
Neisseria, Haemophilus, Fusobacterium and Porphyromonas
in the healthy people were higher than that in the cancers. We
also found 6 kinds of special microorganisms at species level
in cancers. The study suggested that tongue diagnosis may
provide potential screening and early diagnosis method for
cancer.
Introduction
Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) originated in ancient
China and rooted in the ancient philosophy of naive materialism and natural dialectics. TCM, as a complete set of
the theoretical system, is completely different from modern
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medicine (1). It is to explore the cause, nature, position and
pathogenesis of the disease and maintain the health of human
body basing on the guiding principles of the holistic concept
and syndrome differentiation (2,3) and the theory of Yin and
Yang (the two opposing principles in nature) and the five
elements (gold, wood, water, fire and soil). Four methods
of diagnosis including observation diagnosis, auscultation,
interrogation and feeling the pulse and numerous effective
therapeutics including Chinese herbs (4), acupuncture (5),
moxibustion, massage, cupping therapy, Tai chi, qigong (6) and
so on, constitute a complete diagnosis and treatment system of
TCM.
TCM is the practice of the Chinese people for thousands
of years, many ideas and experience are worth further
study (7-9). Perhaps the best example is that Tu Youyou
gained inspiration from TCM to find artemisinin and won the
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2015 (10). Tongue
diagnosis is the vital component of observation diagnosis of
TCM to examine the physiological and pathological changes
of the human body. Tongue diagnosis, as a concept for the
preventive treatment of diseases, originates from Su Wen
(plain questions) (11). It is a simple, non-invasive and valuable diagnostic procedure that has been repeatedly verified by
clinical practitioners of TCM for at least 2,000 years (12,13).
However, the TCM and modern medicine was established on
experience and experiment, respectively. Tongue diagnosis
was not widely used in clinical practice of modern medicine
because doctor's experience affects the objectivity and reproducibility of tongue diagnosis (14). With the development
of modern computer and molecular biology technology, the
quantitative research of tongue diagnosis should be brought
into schedule (15).
In the clinic, the commonly used diagnostic methods of
cancer are: imageological diagnosis, ultrasonic diagnosis,
endoscopic diagnosis, serological indicator, pathological
diagnosis and so on. Although huge progress has been made
in cancer diagnostics, we cannot help but admit that a high
number of cases of cancers have already metastasized when
diagnosed. Therefore it is necessary to find new methods
as supplement to cancer screening and early diagnosis. We
consider that the tongue diagnosis, based on TCM, shows
promise and can provide some help.
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Table I. Characteristics of study participants.

Cases, n
Males, n
Age, years
BMI, kg/m2
Current smoker, n
Known diabetes, n
Known hypertension, n
I stage
II stage
III stage
IV stage

Control
group

Colorectal
cancer

Lung
cancer

Gastric
cancer

Cancers

χ2/F-value

P-value

100
51
53.57±8.32
23.60±2.57
7
3
3
-

90
43
55.45±11.55
24.04±3.12
6
7
2
16
38
28
8

96
55
55.14±9.80
23.42±3.19
11
3
3
16
44
29
7

100
49
56.20±10.24
22.92±3.33
6
2
2
28
41
24
7

286
147
55.58±10.53
23.44±3.24
23
12
7
60
123
81
22

2.04
1.175
2.155
2.478
4.846
0.384
5.202

NA
0.728
0.319
0.093
0.649
0.304
0.984
0.816

NA, not applicable due to selection criteria. The characteristic of the healthy people and patients with cancers was described. The clinical stages
were according to the AJCC (American Joint Committee On Cancer) cancer staging guidelines. The categorical data analysis and measurement
data were performed with the χ2 test and analysis of variance, respectively. The results of p-value showed the difference among the groups had
no statistical significance (P>0.05).

In the present study, the technology of computer-aided
medical image processing and analysis and microbic genomics
were used to study the images of tongue and tongue coating
and the microorganisms on the tongue coating, respectively.
The evidence was intended to show that tongue diagnosis is a
potential method for cancer screening and early diagnosis by
comparing the differences between the healthy people and the
patients with cancers.
Materials and methods
Patients with cancer and healthy controls. A total of 286
patients with cancers were recruited from the Cancer Center
of Yijishan Hospital of Wannan Medical College and the
Department of Medical Oncology of Huzhou Center Hospital
from September 2013 to September 2015. There are 90
patients with colorectal cancer, 96 patients with lung cancer
and 100 patients with gastric cancer. All the cancers were
confirmed by pathological diagnosis and the clinical stages
were according to the AJCC (American Joint Committee
On Cancer) cancer staging guidelines. One hundred healthy
controls were recruited from the health examination center
of Huzhou Center Hospital. The healthy controls had no
digestive diseases, no respiratory diseases, no oral disease,
no malignant tumor and cancer related symptoms in the last
two years. All of the subjects signed informed consent under
the guideline approved by the Ethics Committee of Huzhou
Central Hospital. The characteristics of the study participants
are shown in Table I.
The images of tongue and tongue coating analysis. The
participants were required to rinse their mouth before the
examination was performed. The DS01-B tongue diagnostic
information acquisition system (Daosh Co., Shanghai, China)
included a camera and a computer. The image analysis and

processing software, by DAOSH company, was used to photograph and analyze the images of the tongue and tongue coating
of all the participants. The analysis of the contents of tongue
coating included the presence or absence and the thickness
of the tongue coating and the tongue characteristics such as
the tongue color, moisture, greasiness, indentation, pricking,
fissure and ecchymosis.
The samples collection. The samples were collection in the
morning prior to breakfast. All participants were required
to rinse their mouth before sampling. The front and middle
section of the tongue coating was scraped by a sterile spoon
and put into the test tube with saline. Repeated 3 times and
centrifuged (2,000 r/min) 5 min. The sediment was stored in
the ultra-low temperature freezer until used.
MiSeq sequencing. The next-generation sequencing technology was used to determine the V2-V4 hypervariable region
of 16S rDNA to investigate the microbiome on the tongue
coating. The integrity of genome DNA from each tongue
coating sample was evaluated using a TRIzol® reagent
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's recommended protocol. PCR amplification was
conducted with the minimum cycle number. The sequences of
the V2-V4 hypervariable region of 16S rDNA were as follows:
V2-V4 (338Fe806R): 338 F, ACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGCA;
806R, GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT. The obtained PCR
products were run on 2% agarose gel and purified after size
selection. Repeated three times for each sample and quantified
using QuantiFluor™ ST system. The MiSeq library was
constructed as follows: PCR products were ligated with Y
adapter. Magnetic nanoparticles were used to take out the selfligated Y adapters. PCR amplification was conducted for
library enrichment and treated with NaOH solution. The
single-stranded DNA sequences were acquired and sequenced
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Figure 2. tongue color.

categorical variables. The t-test and q-test were used to
compare the means. Statistical significance was set at P<0.05.
Results

Figure 1. tongue images.

on the MiSeq platform (Majorbio Bio-pharm Biotechnology
Co., Ltd. Shanghai, China) according to the standard protocols
(16).
Data analysis
Sequencing data bioinformatics analysis. The sequencing
data were filtered and trimmed and then used for clustering
OTU (operational taxonomic units) and Taxonomic analysis.
The seqcln software was employed to examine the adapter and
3' end sequence and the mothur software (http://www.mothur.
org/wiki/Main_Page) was used for the read filtering. The raw
data were eliminated as follows: the reads with more than 2
mismatch bases in the forward primer; the low quality bases
from the 3' end; the ambiguous bases, or short (<200 bp) reads,
or reads with average accuracy less than Q25. The mothur
software was employed to analyze OTU cluster at 97% identity
to estimate the number of species or genus in each sample.
The database of SILVA and the mothur software were used to
analyze the clean reads and to acquire the taxonomy information. The R software was used to make the Venn Chart.
Statistical analysis. The SPSS software (v.16.0; SPSS, Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA) was used for statistical analyses. The
data were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD).
chi-square test test or Fisher's exact test was calculated for

The images characteristic of the tongue coating in the
cancers and healthy people. In the TCM, observation of
tongue coating is one of the important methods for diagnosing diseases. Tongue coating defined as a thin and wet
layer on the surface of tongue consists of epithelium, saliva,
microorganism and food debris. There is no unified standard to assess the thickness of tongue coating. The tongue
diagnostic information acquisition system was performed to
analyze the thickness of tongue coating basing on the Bayes
probability formula. It was considered to be absence or less
tongue coating if the value was <110. The scope of the value
of thin tongue-coating and thick tongue-coating was 110-300
and 300-800, respectively. Mirror-like tongue was defined
that the tongue coating was very smooth and the thickness
of the tongue coating was negligible. As shown in Fig. 1,
the A1 and A2 images were from the healthy people and the
others were from cancers. The tongue coating in A1, A2,
B1, C1 and D1 images were thin and the others were thick.
Comparing with 100 cases of healthy people and 286 cases
of cancers, the number of mirror-like tongue in the patients
with cancers was greater than that in the healthy people
(Table II; P<0.001). However, comparing the thickness of
tongue coating except mirror-like tongue, the thickness of
tongue coating in the patients with cancers was thicker than
that in the healthy people (Table iii; P<0.001).
The images characteristic of the tongue in the cancers and
healthy people. The tongue diagnostic information acquisition system was used to describe the tongue color, moisture,
greasiness, indentation, pricking, fissure and ecchymosis in the
cancers and healthy people. The color of tongue was classified
into four categories including reddish, redness, crimson and
purple. Through comparative analysis of the color of tongue in
100 healthy people and 286 cancer patients, the tongue color
in healthy people was mainly reddish, but the tongue color
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Table II. The comparison of the cases number of the tongue coating.
Category

Control group

Colorectal cancer

Lung cancer

Gastric cancer

Cancers

13
87
-

45
45
30.577
<0.001

64
32
59.142
<0.001

74
26
75.699
<0.001

183
103
77.063
>0.001

Mirror-like tongue
Tongue coating
χ2 value
P-value

Tongue coating, as a TCM term, is a thin and wet layer on the surface of tongue. It is composed of epithelium, saliva, microorganism, food
debris and so on. The mirror-like tongue is the tongue coating on a person that can not be detected. The tongue diagnostic information acquisition system was used to describe the presence or absence of the tongue coating objectively. The table shows that the number of mirror-like
tongue in the patients with cancers was more than that in the healthy people (P<0.001).

Table III. The comparison of the thickness of the tongue coating.
Category

Control group

Colorectal cancer

Lung cancer

Gastric cancer

Cancers

Cases (n)
Thickness
t-value
P-value

87
204.74±44.81
-

45
592.08±137.93
23.94
<0.001

32
574.59±168.39
18.87
<0.001

26
508.91±155.74
16.25
<0.001

103
565.65±154.67
21.03
<0.001

The tongue diagnostic information acquisition system was used to describe the thickness of the tongue coating. There is no unified standard to
assess the thickness of tongue coating. The tongue diagnostic information acquisition system was performed to analyze the thickness of tongue
coating basing on the Bayes probability formula. It was considered to be absence or less tongue coating if the value was <110. The scope of
the value of thin tongue-coating and thick tongue-coating was 110-300 and 300-800, respectively. The table shows that the thickness of tongue
coating in the patients with cancers was more than that in the healthy people (P<0.001).

Table IV. The comparison of the tongue color.
Category
Case number (n)
reddish (n)
redness (n)
crimson (n)
purple (n)
χ2 value
P-value

Control group

Colorectal cancer

Lung cancer

Gastric cancer

Cancers

100
86
6
3
5
-

90
16
2
23
49
101.00
<0.001

96
18
7
19
52
94.89
<0.001

100
13
4
31
52
116.00
<0.001

286
47
13
73
153
166.1
<0.001

The tongue diagnostic information acquisition system was used to describe the tongue color. The color of tongue was classified into four
categories including reddish, redness, crimson and purple. One hundred healthy people and 286 cancer patients were recruited in the present
study. The rate of the reddish tongue color in the healthy people was higher than that in the cancer patients, while the rate of purple color in the
cancer patients was higher.

in cancers was mainly purple (Fig. 2), and the results were
statistically significant (Table IV; P<0.001).
The moisture, indentation, pricking, fissure and ecchymosis of tongue in the healthy people was higher than that in
cancers and the difference had statistical significance (Fig. 3
and Table IV; P<0.05). The large discrete tendency of data
distribution indicated that the other factors may affect the
indentation, pricking and ecchymosis of the tongue. It may
be limited by the tongue diagnostic information acquisition

system, the ceiling of the fissure numbers of tongue was 2000,
but the fissure numbers of tongue in the majority of cancer
patients was over 2000. Actually, the difference of the fissure
numbers of tongue between the healthy people and cancer
patients was clearly noticeable.
The tongue coating microbiome in the cancers and healthy
people. The microbiome on the tongue coating was investigated
by sequencing the V2-V4 hypervariable region of 16S rDNA.
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Figue 3. images characteristic of the tongues in healthy people and cancer patients.

Figure 5. venn chart basing on the otus.
Figure 4. rarefaction otu of the tongue coating samples.

The sequencing data were filtered and trimmed and mothur
software was used to analyze OTU cluster at 97% identity and
the taxonomy information. The OTU (operational taxonomic
units) is the artificial classification unit which is utilized in
the phylogenetics and population genetics studies (17). Fig. 4

showed the rarefaction OUT of 50 cases of tongue coating
samples.
The Venn chart was drawn to visualize the number of
OTUs which are exclusive or shared by multiple samples. As
shown in Fig. 5, the unique objects were 369, the control group
was 272, the colorectal cancer were 310, the lung cancer 337

6665.71±5709.79b
7.62±1.72
46.63±72.33b
15.17±20.08b
1013.95±991.16b
31.40±31.52b

Control group
50124.47±19513.99c
8.47±8.27
1407.10±3018.35c
59.69±54.31c
1782.49±618.73c
61.48±83.21c

Colorectal cancer
39742.53±18928.80d
7.49±1.86
1652.71±4536.63c
40.17±70.85d
1897.82±438.25c
44.99±83.82b

Lung cancer
38043.38±22560.57d
7.69±1.52
1110.30±1280.82c
40.48±37.22d
1766.90±634.51c
38.73±33.67b

Gastric cancer
107.53
1.00
6.41
13.27
32.68
3.94

F-value

<0.001
0.392
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.009

P-value

Colorectal cancer
433.07±544.04b
433.07±544.04b
2.00±3.70b
2.00±3.70b
324.00±255.20b
225.79±407.93c

Control group
1514.63±1106.82a
2329.88±1580.60a
10.13±10.37a
122.38±10.37a
54.50±80.77a
358.00±377.70a

530.50±851.69b
578.64±839.87b
0.29±1.07b
0.29±1.07b
224.29±251.52b
160.43±250.93c

Lung cancer

180.21±302.53b
180.21±302.53b
0.79±2.08b
0.79±2.08b
428.07±345.44b
868.14±1072.83b

Gastric cancer

3.72
12.68
8.85
5.081
3.68
3.54

F-value

0.018
<0.001
<0.001
0.004
0.019
0.022

P-value

The next-generation sequencing technology was employed to determine the V2- V4 hypervariable region of 16S rDNA and the database of SILVA and mothur software were used to analyze the clean
reads and to acquire the taxonomy information of the microbiome on the tongue coating. In total, 174 known microorganisms at species level were found on the tongue coating. Measurement data were
compared with SNK methods of analysis of variance. After statistical analysis, as the table shows, 6 microorganisms at species level were significantly statistically different between cancer patients and
healthy people (P<0.05).

Fusobacterium_periodonticum
Haemophilus_parainfluenzae_T3T1
Peptostreptococcaceae_bacterium_canine_oral_taxon_066
Prevotella_aurantiaca
Prevotella_salivae
TM7_phylum_sp._oral_clone_DR034

Taxon

Table VI. The comparison of the tongue coating microbiome at species level.

The tongue diagnostic information acquisition system was used to describe the tongue moisture, greasiness, indentation, pricking, fissure and ecchymosis. aThe category indicated the results of mono factor
analysis of variance and had statistical difference (P<0.05). SNK test was used to analyze the data of pairwise comparison among the groups. The different superscript letters indicate that the difference
of pairwise groups in the same row had statistical significance (P<0.05). As the table shows, the moisture of tongue in the healthy people was higher than that in the patients with cancer. The difference of
indentation, pricking and ecchymosis of the tongue in the healthy people and cancer patients had statistical significance, but the large discrete tendency of data distribution indicated that the other influence
factors may affect the indentation, pricking and ecchymosis of the tongue. It may be limited by the tongue diagnostic information acquisition system, the ceiling of fissures number of tongue was 2000, but
the fissure numbers of tongue in the majority cancer patients was over 2000. Actually, the difference of the fissure numbers of tongue between the healthy people and cancer patients was more noticeable.

Moisturea
Greasy
Indentationa
Prickinga
Fissurea
Ecchymosisa

Category

Table V. The comparison of the tongue moisture, greasiness, indentation, pricking, fissure and ecchymosis.
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Figure 6. microorganism community structure on the tongue coating.

and the gastric cancer were 314. This Venn diagram indicated
the universalities and individualities of the microorganism on
the tongue coating in the control group and several types of
cancers.
The bioinformatics technology was employed to analyze
the microbial community structure and diversity on the
tongue coating. Fig. 6 describes the relative abundance of 22
microorganisms at the genus level. The relative abundance of
Neisseria, Haemophilus, Fusobacterium and Porphyromonas
in the control group was obviously higher than that in the
cancer groups. Additionally, the 174 known microorganisms at species level were analyzed further, and there was
statistical difference between the healthy people and cancer
patients in the six species of microorganisms, Fusobacterium_
periodonticum, Haemophilus_ parainf luenzae_ T3T1,
Peptostreptococcaceae_bacterium_canine_oral_taxon_066,
Prevotella_ aurantiaca, Prevotella_ salivae and TM7_
phylum_sp._oral_clone_DR034 (Table VI; P<0.05).
Discussion
The tongue is a very special organ. It is not only the part of
digestive system, but also associated with respiratory system.
It is in direct contact with the external environment when the
mouth is opened, while it is not when the mouth is closed. In
addition, the saliva, microorganism and food particles remain
on the tongue coating long-term. It was finally decided that
the images of tongue and tongue coating vary with different
individuals. As is known, multiple factors such as dietary
habits (18), life styles (19) and micro-ecological environment (20) are involved in the formation of cancer. Similarly,

these factors are reflected on the tongue. Above all, these
aspects supported the tongue diagnosis as a potential screening
and early diagnosis method to cancer.
The tongue diagnostic information acquisition system
was previously used to analyze the images of tongue and
tongue coating (13,21). In the present study, we analyzed the
images characteristic of the tongue and tongue coating in the
colorectal, lung and gastric cancers and healthy people. The
characteristics of the tongue and tongue coating in the cancers
indicated that the tongue diagnosis may provide potential
screening and early diagnosis method to cancer. It is undeniable that further investigation of larger sample sizes and more
precise data are required.
In order to explore the underlying reason of the specific
images, the microbiome on the tongue coating was detected
and analyzed. The microbial community structure and diversity by analyzing the OTUs and known microorganisms at
genus and species levels. The six specific microorganisms
at species level in the cancers may point out further research
directions of the tongue diagnosis. More research is needed to
confirm the relationship between the specific microorganisms
and images characteristic of the tongue and tongue coating.
The biology of the microbiome is still poorly known (22),
despite the Human Mcrobiome Poject that was put forward in
2007 (23). The development of microbiology and the bioinformatics technology and the falling price of gene sequencing,
more species and more detailed biological characteristics of
microorganisms can be discovered. The more valuable clues
of the microorganisms on the tongue coating of cancers may
be confirmed as the potential microbiological indicators of
screening and early diagnosis to cancer in the future.
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